epsotech
K 2019

(Corner stand, 70 m², 10 x 7 m)

A STAND OF CONTRAST:
HUGE AND INVISIBLE
Customer | epsotech Germany GmbH,
headquartered in Jülich, North RhineWestphalia, specialises in the production
of engineered polymer sheets.
Remit | The company tasked us with
creating a brand image for K 2019 that
presented it as a polymer sheet manufacturer and provided an insight into
the processing diversity of its materials.
Concept | We believed visitors to
epsotech’s stand would be able to use
their imagination, and therefore refrained from displaying any example
applications. Instead, the focus was
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on the company’s semi-finished products, i.e. sheets and films, which
we showcased big time! Due to their
flat nature, we decided to present the
products as oversized sample books.
Execution | When it came to implementing the design, we adopted the
“big is better” approach. An entire
wall was transformed into a presentation area, featuring huge sample
books. Standing vertically at fourmetres tall, the sample books were a
real magnet for visitors. Each sample
book was cut in half horizontally: the
upper half was fixed and the lower
half contained the pull-out samples.
We designed the presentation area to
look like three sample books and
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arranged these by topic.
In addition, the sample groups and
their processing options were also
illustrated graphically.
Special feature | A “hidden” highlight
was the cabin, which served as a functional storage space and kitchen. Our
stand concept boasted a sophisticated
architectural feature: Because it was
constructed at a slant, the cabin had
just one visible wall, on the front of
which were the sample book displays.
This hid the existence of the cabin behind it, which visitors only realised was
there if they looked round the corner
and saw the door!
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Temporary architecture for long-lasting brand success.
Stand construction in Aachen for all of Europe.
Design – Planning – Realization
Our own success is closely linked to that of our customers. This is why we always focus on
those factors that make our customers successful. The first and most important step in each
project is to listen and to understand the goals. Good design as well as a high-quality and
technically sound solution are a must.
What makes us different is that we see it as our duty to provide security for our customers.
The security each customer needs, to know that his pressing tasks that are critical for success
are in good hands.
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